
Lamp Books / Accessories

#DFF4

#7812 #8004
#PFF4

#7812 Twelve Fans of Tiffany 
Create beautiful detailed stained glass fan lamps based on original Tiffany 
lamp designs. Choose from autumn leaves, clematis, dogwood, pansy, 
acorn, Roman shade, standard globe, poppy, daffodil, dragonfly, peony, or 
golden lotus leaf. Includes detailed, illustrated instructions.

#8004 Art Deco Lady Fan Lamp Base 
10” tall bronze patinaed figure will hold your fan shade in style.  See the  
Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812) book for patterns to complement this base.

#DFF4 Dragonfly Wings Filigree (4) 
Set of 4 dragonfly wings for pattern in Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812).

#PFF4 Poppy Flower Filigree (4) 
Set of 4 poppy flower filigree for pattern in Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812).

#7080 #4015 #4029

#7080 The Book of Fans 
22 color photos highlight full size patterns for fan lamps.  These fan shaped lights 
offer accent lighting on shelves, desks and night stands.  

 Fan Lamps are one of the most popular stained glass projects! 
They are easy to make accent lamps, attractive gifts, and great craft show sellers!  
Each base is complete with a 6’ line cord & switch. See additional lamp parts on 
page 60.

#4015 Fan Base - Antique Brass w/Wiring

#4029 Fan Base - Solid Wood w/Wiring

#7559  Table Lanterns I 
22 patterns for lovely 3-sided table lamps with an Oriental flavor.  Each lamp 
sits gracefully on a simple wood base, or use our Table Lantern Hardware Kit 
(#7559HK).  Designs include Plum Blossoms, Iris, Tropical Bird, Bamboo, 
Waterlily, Art Deco, and more.  Approximately 14” tall when completed and 
instructions are included for wiring.

#7576 Table Lanterns. II - More table lamp patterns including:  American Eagle, 
Orca, Floral, Sushi, Florals, Felines and more.

#7581 Table Lanterns III- Even more patterns include:  Lighthouse, Angelfish, 
Orchid, Bunny w/Easter Egg, Chameleon, and more.

#7590 Table Lanterns IV 
24 winning designs from the Aanraku 2004 Table lantern Design contest.   
A fascinating variety of new perspectives for whimsical lanterns!

#7559HK Table Lantern Hardware Kit 
Everything you need to complete your lanterns from the Table Lantern book 
series.  Includes 3-arm spider, keyless socket, three 1/8” support rods, 6’ brown 
wire/plug, inline switch, and 8” triangular finished oak base.

#7559HK

Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!

#7133 #7207 #7655

#7133 Patterns For South Beach Frame 
13 full-size Art Deco patterns approx. 10” diameter for creating wall sconce 
lamps with the South Beach Fixture (#9604).  Enjoy these patterns as free 
hanging panels in any window.  A touch of South Beach, Miami for your home!

#9604 South Beach Fixture 
Dramatic antique brass ‘V’ shaped wall frame 10” tall for use with the South 
Beach Frame book (#7133). The 7/16” wide slots will hold a 10” dia. circle as 
well as many other free form shapes of foiled, leaded, fused or mosaic artwork.  
Includes candelabra socket, bracket and wiring to back light your panel.

#7207 Lava And Cube Lanterns 
Contemporary lanterns inspired by a blend of arts & crafts motifs with lava lamp 
stylings– unique geometric and sculptural lanterns for your home!  Full size 
patterns & instructions for 12 lanterns.  Lava lanterns 17” tall, cubes are 5” sq.

#7207WK Lava & Cube Lanterns Wiring Kit 
Everything you need to wire two lanterns, one large Lava and one small Cube.  
Includes one candelabra socket, one porcelain socket, one 4-way spider, plus two 
6 foot lengths of wire with two plugs and line switches.

#7655 Box Column Lanterns 
Bring a gentle glow of yesteryear to your home.  Classic designs inspired by Art 
Nouveau, Craftsman and Mission styles.  Twelve full-size patterns for 4” square x 
14” tall lanterns.  Instructions are included for electrical wiring or purchase a 

#7655WK Box Column Lantern Wiring Kit 
Wire the lanterns in the Box Column Lantern (#7655)book. Includes a 4-arm 
spider, socket, 6’ wire, line switch and plug.  Just add your choice of bulb.  
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